
 
 
 
 

GENERIC RECITAL CHECK LIST 
 

 
ALL DANCERS 

 
 

All Ballet Recitals                                                            All Jazz, Tap, Hip Hop, Musical Theatre, 
Tumbling, Irish, and Modern 

 

* Tutu * Costume 
* Headpiece - well secured * Headpiece - well secured 
* Pink tights * Tights - to be worn at 
* No underpants  teacher's request 
* Pink ballet slippers – Check to see that * Shoes - make sure taps 
 the elastic is sewn securely and that the  are not loose, and that ties 
 draw strings are tucked inside  are secured 
* Long hair must be in a bun. * Hair – slicked back bun 
* A hairnet over the bun will keep short   
 or wispy ends in place   
* Short hair - secured so that it does   
 not go into the child's face.   
* Bangs - must be pulled back from face.   

 

*         Jewelry and nail polish - are not permitted. 
*         Make up – very our Downloads page of our website for tips 

 
DRESS REHEARSAL AND RECITAL 

 
1.  PLEASE BE PROMPT.   We are on a very tight rehearsal schedule.   Please have your dancer in 

costume, with make up on and hair fixed ready to perform when you arrive for rehearsal (15 minutes 
prior to scheduled time) and performance (30 minutes prior to scheduled time). 

 
2.  QUIET IS IMPERATIVE.   Please stress to your child, and others with you that we must have quiet 

during rehearsal.   Your child will be working in a new atmosphere and trying to concentrate.   It is 
unfair to her to have noise and confusion to contend with. 

 
3.        Do not allow your child to wander through the building or be outside of the building unattended. 

Children will not be permitted to run in the building. 
 

4.        Please have your child go to the bathroom before you leave home.  Avoid liquids prior to the recital. 
 

5.        FOOD, CHEWING GUM, BEVERAGES, SNACKS, etc. are NOT permitted in the Performing Arts   
Center. 

 
6.  There will be an assigned area for the dancers.   Dancers are to remain with their class until the 

entire Recital is over, and they are dismissed from the stage. 
 

7.  PointeDVD will sell videos of the recital.  Order forms will be available at the theater during the 
shows.   Therefore, videoing will NOT be permitted during the recitals.  Parents are welcome to take 
all the photos and videos they wish during the dress rehearsal. During the recitals, we ask that 
parents NOT use flash photography.  



DRESS REHEARSAL AND RECITAL 
 

USE THE FRONT ENTRANCE TO THE THEATER LOBBY. 
Dancers will be seated in the auditorium during dress rehearsal.  The day of the show, the dancers will be 
checked in at the Black Box entrance just down the hall from the theater lobby. 
 
Please, make sure your dancer is ready to perform, in costume with hair and makeup done prior to entering 
the theater and black box for both the dress rehearsal and show days. 

 
DANCERS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED TO LEAVE THEIR ASSIGNED AREA.  If there were to be an 
emergency, parents will be contacted. 

 
Parents, friends, siblings are NOT to go BACKSTAGE. 

 
After performing their dance, dancers will remain with their class until after the Finale Bows. Then they will 
be dismissed to their families from the entrance of the black box.  To help with congestion in the hallway, 
please only send one parent to collect your dancer(s). 

 
The Sawnee School of Ballet accepts no responsibility for children outside of the Performing Arts Center or 
in the parking lot. 


